Create your prosperity & abundance blueprint
LADA’S FAVORITE!

Prosperity in Your Wallet – for never-ending cash flow
Great for beginners and Feng Shui connoisseurs alike! No special knowledge required, complete stepby-step instructions provided!
These auspicious rituals and prosperity energizers have been developed by Lada Ray for her private
clients, based on her long-time study and practice of Feng Shui, Chinese Numerology, Chi energy, law
of karma, and spirituality.
Much of this knowledge has been kept secret for years, being now shared with the public for the first
time.
These prosperity and abundance rituals are fun and easy to perform. Many of them are suitable, and
even recommended, to be done together with your children!
(NOTE! In all cases, please use your discretion: it’s up to you to decide what’s appropriate for your
children and what isn’t!)

INSTRUCTIONS: WHAT YOU WILL NEED
1. Chinese red prosperity envelopes with any design
you like. They come in all designs and sizes. The
recommended size of your envelopes will be
indicated for each ritual below.
Chinese red prosperity envelopes are sold in
Chinatowns and Chinese stores, or they can be bought
online from Amazon.
Here is one such link – bigger and thicker envelopes.
Here’s is another – for small and basic ones.
This is NOT an endorsement! Please do your own
search!
What if you don’t have access to the authentic Chinese red envelopes, you may use the Western red
holiday envelopes, or make your own, using red craft paper!
NOTE: the ritual envelopes in most cases must open vertically, not horizontally. Also, the Chinese ones
are normally thinner and smaller than Western ones. They also boast auspicious designs and symbols.
Therefore, I recommend you make an effort to locate and use them!
2. I Ching Chinese coins with a square hole in the center and Chinese
characters on both sides. Coloring should be either gold (as on picture) or
bronze/copper.
THE RIGHT COINS MUST have 4 Chinese characters on the front side and
2 characters on the back side! You will need standard-sized coins: 1 inch or
2.3 cm in diameter.
These coins are also sold in Chinatowns and Chinese stores, or they can be
bought online from Amazon.
These coins are also sold in Chinatowns and Chinese stores, or they can be bought online from
Amazon. Here is one of Amazon links for 50 basic pieces. This is much better quality set of 6.
This is NOT an endorsement! Please do your own search!
3. Narrow red ribbon (can be purchased in craft or gift packaging stores), or red silk, rayon, satin or
nylon cord – as pictured tied around the Chinese coins in image above.

4. Depending on the ritual, you’ll need a quantity of dollars, euros,
yen, rubles, yuan, pounds or any other paper currency native to
your country, or the one you choose to use for your ritual.
In my examples below I will use USD.
The paper currency should be as new and crisp-looking as
possible. How much should you use? Recommendations included
in each ritual.

You’ll need:
1. Three (3) I Ching Chinese coins (coins must be 1 inch or 2.3 cm in diameter, with 4 Chinese
characters on the front side and 2 characters on the back side!)
2. One (1) small Chinese red prosperity envelope, so it would fit in your wallet (recommended size:
2.75×4 inches or 6.75x10 cm, or smaller).
Below you’ll find your guide to prosperity envelopes!
NOTE! Depending in the size of your wallet, you may or may not need to fold your prosperity
envelope to fit it in your wallet!
3. A piece of narrow red ribbon OR a piece of red silk, rayon, satin or nylon cord sufficient to
string 3 coins together and tie a small bow
4. Optional: three (3) BRAND NEW, crisp single US dollars or small denominations of the paper
currency of your choice.
5. Optional: incense or sage
6. Recommended: positive attitude and good cheer!

Preparation
Open your wallet and determine in which compartment your Prosperity Envelope will go:
it should be a compartment or slot which you don’t open at all, or rarely open.
This is necessary for 2 reasons:
1. to minimize wear and tear on your envelope
2. for esoteric reasons – you really should put it in and ‘forget about it’ till next Chinese New
Year.

Create your Prosperity Envelope!
Select three I Ching coins. Hold the three together. String your prepared red cord/red ribbon through
the square hole in the center of all 3 coins together. Tie the ribbon/cord twice tightly to create a secure
knot. Then tie a small bow (recommended), or simply leave the original knot with short ends. If the
ends are too long, cut off excess ribbon.
The size of your coins should be standard: 1 inch, or 2.3 (2.5) cm in diameter. Larger I Ching coins
exist, but you don’t really need them.
This is what the coins will look like – front is on the left, back is on the right. Coin on top is thicker and
slightly larger than coin on the bottom.

Examples of how I tie the three coins together for the Prosperity Envelope rituals. Use thin ribbon of
bright red or dark red color.

Select your small Prosperity Envelope. Recommended envelope size: 4 inch height by 2.75 inch
width, or 10 X 7 cm. These are examples of the small envelopes you need:

This is what the prosperity envelope’s back looks like before it’s sealed:

If you choose to add your dollars or other currency bills: select either 1 or 3 new bills. For this ritual
you need $1 bills, 1 euro, 1 pound, or respective small bills from your country.

Since your envelope is small, fold the bills in half – this will suffice with USD (or in quarter if
necessary).

NOTE! When folding your bills in half, fold them TOWARDS YOU, not away from you (see image
below!). This symbolically ensures that the money flows towards you, not away from you.

This is Lada Ray’s Complete Wallet Prosperity Envelope recipe:
3 I Ching coins + 3 $1 USD, or other small currency bills.

However, adding bills may increase the bulk of your wallet. Some prefer thin wallets – especially men

are cognizant of that. Therefore, you can get away with simply using 3 I Ching coins and noting else.
OR, if desired, use 3 I Ching coins + 1 bill instead of 3. Experiment and see what works for you!

Before assembling your Wallet Prosperity Envelope, I recommend you cleanse the energy and
consecrate the I Ching coins, ribbon, the emptied out envelope, bills and your wallet with incense, sage
or palo santo.
(Palo santo is a delicate, beautifully scented sacred wood, harvested in S. America. Buy palo santo,
Tibetan incense and sage on Amazon or specialty New Age or alternative stores!)
Take an incense, sage or palo santo stick and gently, slowly wave it around all ingredients 8 times, then
turn over all ingredients, and repeat.
(NOTE! If you have smoke intolerance, this may not be for you. Instead you may choose to clear the
items with your intention, sound, such as singing ball, dry sage or lavender, or essential oils.)

Leave your sage or incense on. Open your Prosperity Envelope and put the folded bills and coins tied
with red string inside. Seal the envelope. Place it securely into your wallet’s secret compartment you’ve
pre-selected.
While assembling your Wallet Prosperity Envelope, think positively and picture effortless abundance
and the never-ending, unimpeded cash flow coming to you.

Once done, leave your Wallet Prosperity Envelope alone and
don’t open YOUR SECRET PROSPERITY COMPARTMENT
till next Chinese New Year.
When next New Year arrives, take it out, open it, replace
the red ribbon and red envelope with the new ones. You
can keep the same coins and bills, or you can replace them
as well – up to you.
Repeat the above procedure and again place your
Wallet Prosperity Envelope back into
your wallet for another year!
This ritual does wonders for steady cash flow and always
having money in your wallet. Some of my clients reported
money they never expected showing up in their lives!
I personally enjoy having my Prosperity Envelope in my
wallet, despite some extra bulk. I feel energy acutely and
I know the positive Chi of my wallet is up, thanks to it.
And of course, the money always seems to find its way into
my wallet...

YOUR ULTIMATE PROSPERITY ENVELOPE GUIDE
How to pick your envelopes for this ritual?
Unlike for some other rituals, such as
SLEEPING ON THE BED OF PROSPERITY

and
YOUR ULTIMATE PROSPERITY BOWL ,

for this ritual the best envelope size is small, as explained at the top of this report, so the envelope takes
as little space in your wallet as possible.
Thin envelope (usually such envelopes are cheaper – see my Amazon links at the top of this ritual) is
better than a thick one, for the same reason. The symbolism of the images are up to you, whatever
looks good to you and tickles your senses...
Oftentimes people pick an envelope that represents the Chinese Zodiac animal of the year. For
example, 2018 is the year of the Dog.
Year-neutral symbolism is always popular as it allows one to send a wish for a timeless prosperity.
Below are some examples of the popular Prosperity Envelopes.

General prosperity and luck envelopes, suitable for any age and for any ritual:

Children-themed envelopes, which come with gold prosperity seals (lower center).

This envelope, depicting a dragon and a
phoenix and the double happiness
symbol, symbolizes happy marriage.
The dragon and phoenix combo is a
representation of the happy yin-yang,
male-female union. It also symbolizes
balance and harmony.
If your sacred wish s to
get married and have a happy family,
this kind of envelope makes sense.

The envelopes above are NOT what you’d use for this ritual. They are designed specifically for gifting
money and are great for other rituals
Filled with traditional colorful auspicious symbolism, they are a rare horizontal breed, with a flap and
scalloped opening in the front. They don’t get sealed – just close the flap.

This envelope is the size of a USD bill, so you don’t have to fold the money inside – very convenient.

TIP: If you can, try to gift the new bills. As a matter of fact, the rule of only filling your envelopes with
new money applies to all our Prosperity Envelope rituals.

More examples of various envelopes. They come in all sizes and designs!
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Ancient Eastern magic, Feng Shui secrets & spiritual revelations
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Super-affordable, easy and effective!
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